Working Group for Enhance Emergency Response

Initial Plan Review
Vision Statement

• December 2018 the M&O decided based on Hurricane Florence that there needed to be a working group for Emergency Response issues across all responding agencies.

• The purpose of the Working Group for Enhanced Emergency Response is to identify opportunities for enhanced collaboration in preparation for and response to emergency events. This includes understanding the roles and responsibilities of each agency involved in an event to make data creation more efficient and avoid duplication of data development and analysis. The intended outcome is to better utilize geospatial data and technology available through public and private geospatial professionals who are prepared to support state and local emergency operations. During an emergency event any community may need emergency technical GIS assistance to better identify and communicate problems, allocate resources, guide emergency response, and aid timely and efficient assistance to the public.
Goal and Objective-

1. Develop capabilities to share information specifically for event response by clarifying business needs in state and local Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) that can benefit from geospatial data and technology.
Goal- one

• Create a portal that has the ability to be secured for use of information during events.

• The approach is to create an online portal through the State’s ArcGIS Online (AGOL) site where information specific to events could be shared in coordination with sites that already exist for daily use. WGEER will work with the manager of the State AGOL (currently Dianne Enright) and the NC OneMap team (currently David Giordano and Brett Spivey) to design a process for setting up this portal.

  • This would be password protected and each organization would set a Point of Contact to be responsible for providing information during an event that would be available to all GIS responders.

  • The group would come up with predetermined information categories that would be added to keep clutter at the location to a minimum and hinder duplicate information.
Goal- one

• This **would not be** a location for data that is normally stored and maintained in other locations. These data would stay in their current locations.
  
  • Predefined datasets that have been used in the past are in **the review document**
  
  • WGEER would define when this information would be updated and what data would be allowed on the portal.
  
  • WGEER would define rules for what information can be added and by whom.
  
  • The group would work with a FEMA template to be used in emergency response (this has already been provided).
Goal - one

- State Agencies and Local Governments would have access and would define owners
- Federal agencies often have their own portals but we would allow them to tie to this portal so information could be discovered for their needs as well.
- Utility organizations may have a place in the State portal to share selected data temporarily however they will be able to use their own locations.
- Each organization would set a Point of Contact for the WGEER Portal that would be responsible for maintaining their organization’s page on the WGEER Portal. WGEER would come up with a predefined list of who will have access to this system.
Goal- one

• WGEER would create rules for information that should be provided on this portal so as not to create a location that would be so unwieldy or become unusable.
• WGEER would define the Layout for the data location.
• WGEER would utilize the organizational structure provided by CGIA (see Document NCOM GPT 2.0 guidelines recommendations best practices- Attachment B)
• WGEER would work through City/County issues including access from local locations, and access to the State portal.
Goal and Objective-

2. There are several agencies and local governments that have staff willing and able to assist during events. With this in mind WGEER recommends creating a plan for activating people during events.
Goal- Two

• Develop criteria for volunteers from state agencies. Create the state process for teams to be requested during events.

• Develop criteria for volunteers from Local Government to Volunteer.
  • State agency use for GIS requests
  • North Carolina Local Government Information Systems Association (NCLGISA) use for IT Requests
Goal- Two

- National Alliance for Public Safety GIS Foundation (NAPSG) created criteria for GIS staff during events and what requirements would need to be filled to staff different roles within an event. This credentialing would not be possible for this hurricane season but this would be something that courses could be put in place for the future.

[Link to NAPSG Foundation page](https://www.napsgfoundation.org/all-resources/qualifications-and-credentialing/)
Goal- Two

- There are mechanisms in place to request GIS assistance from Emergency Management (NCEM) and to be deployed through current processes.
  - Guide prioritizing deployment of people to places in need
  - Potential requestor's checklist of information that would be necessary for those that are coming to assist.
  - Work through existing systems in NCEM (Training, Exercise & Response Management System, NC TERMS) that will allow us to set up mission ready packages.
- Work with current participant groups to test for the 2019 hurricane season
- Work with each group to administer their own people in the future
- Work through a table top and training for the ICS components for GIS responders.
• Work with end users and requesters to clarify potential needs
• Come up with checklists for persons who may request assistance so that it is easier to bring in assistance.
• Work with previously impacted areas to see what their needs may be.
• Ask for assistance in advance if you know you have limited staff and may be highly impacted.
• Phone calls for coordination at the state level would be set so all responding agencies can coordinate their work.
  • This call would define specific needs for the current event as well as define who was available if people were necessary.
  • This would be a call for GIS work in the State. There are many federal calls that take place and we would have to work out the timing of calls to keep from interfering with other needs during an event.

• **Include counties and cities**
Today’s Situation

• Because this was a response document specifically because of a hurricane we worked quickly to pull these recommendations together.

• The working group is ready to move forward if recommendations are approved.

• We have already started conversations with AGOL
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- Ron York (Duke Energy)
- Dan Madding (NC Agriculture)
- Pokey Harris (NC 911 Board)
- Adam Blythe (NC Insurance)
- Dianne Enright (NC Health and Human Services)
- Colleen Kiley (NC Emergency Management)
- John Farley (NC DIT-Transportation)
- Dean Grantham (NC Environmental Quality)
- Michael Cline (Office of State Budget and Management)
- John Cox (NC Administration)
- Sarah Wray (NC DIT-Transportation)
- Tim Johnson (CGIA)
- David Giordano (CGIA)
- Brett Spivey (CGIA)
- Jeff Brown (CGIA)
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